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“Nobody is going to pay you to write 
for them!” 

 
That was the extent of the support I got from buddies when starting out 
as a copywriter. Can’t blame them really. 
 
I had zero experience... zero clients... and a website cobbled together 
with Dreamweaver (yep, THAT long ago).  
 
An overnight success I was not. 
 
I spent years attending networking events in person (gasp!)...  
 
Years of handing out leaflets, only to find them in the trash…  
 
And years of mailing letters to marketing agencies begging them to 
give this plucky young copywriter a shot. 
 
Many times I’d awake in the night wondering what the heck I was 
doing.  
 

Had my friends been right all along? 
 
Should I have followed the rulebook…  
 
Endured the drudgery of climbing the corporate ladder…  
 
While sacrificing my soul to cubicle hell? 
 
Because, in the early years, I was FAR from living the freelance dream. 
 
I’d wake up and chain myself to a conveyor belt of hammering out 
keyword articles at $20 a pop… 
 
And when I was lucky, writing the occasional brochure website.  
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But I’m one stubborn MOFO. 
 
I’ve always had a smouldering ‘I’m gonna prove you wrong’ attitude. 
 
So I kept hammering out keyword articles…  
 
Ironing my shirt and showing up for networking events…  
 
And handwriting marketing agency addresses on envelopes. 
 
Until finally, I made a breakthrough. 
 
I was hired by a B2B marketing agency to write their blog.  
 
A small task, yes.  
 
But a foot in the door… 
 
A chink of light… 
 
And a window of opportunity I quickly threw open… 
 
Because I was writing email campaigns... brochures... and videos for 
their corporate clients.  
 
My portfolio evolved from SEO articles about cake decorations to 
sharply designed case studies for Technicolor, Siemens and Sony. 
 
I’d made it!  
 

I’d proved all the doubters wrong! 
 
But something was missing. 
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Nothing I wrote was tracked.  
 
Nobody had a clue if my copy WORKED. 
 
I wasn’t a copywriter. I was a fraud.  
 
A glorified content marketer.  
 
I wasn’t pushing myself to become the greatest copywriter I could be.  
 
And what’s the point of doing anything unless you’re competing to be 
the BEST? 
 
Well... 
 

That was ONE demand that the Universe answered. 
 
Because I randomly got an email from a performance marketing 
agency in New York.  
 
Their CEO asked if I had any experience writing VSLs.  
 
I said “No”.  
 
He said “Let’s do it anyway.”  
 
So I re-engineered a top performing fitness VSL to create one of our 
own.  
 

Beyond all expectations, it converted! 
 
The results were “Stellar”!  
 
Word spread.  
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Soon I was writing for performance marketing agencies and high level 
marketers across the US. 
 
And I was getting results! 
 
This includes a VSL for a golf training aid that did 7 figures on COLD 
traffic…  
 
SKYROCKETING conversions 428% for a probiotic sales letter…. 
 
And being invited by Clayton Makepeace to write for Money Map 
Press. 
 
But then like Icarus who flew too close to the sun… 
 
The chinks in my copy skills became glaring holes. 
 
I’d been taking on projects way above my pay grade. 
 
Because at that stage, I’d done ZERO mentoring…  
 
ZERO courses…  
 
And I didn’t even have a basic template to hang my copy on. 
 

I started bombing so hard it was like going 
kamikaze on my own career. 
 
I had to stop.  
 
To pullback on the big projects and rebuild my copy skills from the 
ground up. 
 
So I started buying up as many courses as my bank balance would 
allow. 
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I sought out mentors to iron out my mistakes, like Lukas Resheske, 
Russ Reynolds and Kevin Rogers. 
 

Yet it was a 10 month mentorship with Kim 
Schwalm when the REAL magic happened. 
 
Through our twice monthly calls and no nonsense feedback...  
 
I experienced what it took to be an A lister.  
 
The depth of research…  
 
The raw emotions you have to dig out and display to the reader…  
 
And the amount of planning that has to happen before you even 
attempt the headline. 
 
I became reskilled from a wannabe to a hard hitting direct response 
copywriter.  
 
I then bolted on Stefan’s RMBC Method to my copywriting skillset (and 
made $6,000 from affiliate sales in the process)... 
 

The time then came to put my newly upgraded 
copy skills to the test. 
 
Stefan ran a competition to write a sales letter about a clay mask.  
 
I entered along with 100 other candidates…  
 
I made the shortlist of finalists who got hired…  
 
And then I WON! 
 
That moment was like the starting gun on my direct response career… 
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When I leapt from the starting blocks and charged full pelt ever since.  
 
I’m now writing 1-2 sales letters a month… 
 
Along with all the upsells, presells and emails to go with them. 
 
This includes two VSLs set to be launched on Clickbank (a SUPER 
aggressive weight loss and manifestation VSL). 
 
Based on the marketing talents of the people who’ve hired me… 
 

There’s every reason to think they’ll be crushing it 
in Clickbank’s gravity scores very soon.  
 
So that’s my story until now. 
 
Will you be joining me on this adventure? 
 
Because after chatting with you briefly at Copy Accelerator Live, I think 
we’d make a great team. 
 
Here are three reasons why: 
 

1. I spent years writing for corporate clients. I never miss deadlines 
and I bring corporate professionalism to the craft. 

2. Kim has told me my skills are ‘A list’. But I’m not yet charging A 
list rates. 

3. I offer a ‘stand behind my work guarantee’. I will continue to 
update sales letters, presells or anything else in the funnel until 
we hit our conversion goals for up to two months after we launch. 

 
Need more convincing? 
 
Then check out my examples of Facebook ads, emails and sales 
letters on yonder pages… 
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Then read feedback from Kim Schwalm, Stefan Georgi and Jason 
Akatif (with whom I created a 7 figure winner). 
 
If that piques your interest, continue to the close for my 
recommendations on working together… 
 
And taking both our businesses to the next level.  
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Samples 
 
Emails 
 
Advanced Bionutritionals -  Nitric-Oxide-Supplement Email 
Green Valley - Vital Force emails x 2 
NASA pillow gives me best sleep in years 
 
Facebook Ads 
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Landing Pages 
 

 

  

Advertorials 
 

 

 
 

Sales letters 
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Testimonials 
 

 

“If you’re looking to boost sales skyward with your 

promotions, look no further than Matt Ambrose. Matt’s ability 

to write powerful, persuasive health copy has helped him 

create a string of successful promos for the clients who’ve 

been fortunate enough to work with him. His years of 

experience have given him a deep knowledge of and 

passion for the health market. He’s also developed a 

mastery of writing copy that sells like hotcakes while staying 

compliant. But that’s not all. When you hire Matt, you get 

more than a top-notch health copywriter. You also get 

someone who understands marketing and the latest tactics 

that are working online to make your promotions even more 

effective. I highly recommend you consider Matt for your 

next copywriting project and, if he’s available, book him as 

fast as you can!” — Kim Krause Schwalm, A-List Copywriter 

and Copy Mentor 

 

“Matt – great work. We loved your letter and you really just 

nailed it on so many different levels – from the formatting 

which was really on point, to the story telling and big ideas.” 

– Billion Dollar Selling  Copywriter Stefan Georgi 

 

“Matt has worked on a number of projects for A4D, writing 

VSLs, advertorials and landing pages. This includes a VSL 

for the PowerChute golf training aid which, after some fine 

tuning, is on course to be a million dollar selling promotion.” 

– Jason Akatiff 

 
View more client testimonials 
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Current Rates 
 
– 30 x emails: $5,000 
– Long presell advertorials with 5 x headlines + 3 x leads: $1,000 
– Short advertorials: $500 
– Full length sales letter/VSL script: $10,000 
– Complete funnel, with presell advertorials, upsell pages, checkout 
page and followup emails: $15,000 
 

Let’s Start with a Test Project 
 
Interested in working together? 
 
Then I recommend we get started with something small, like a lead, 
email or advertorial. That way we can kick things off at low risk, and get 
some data on the results we can expect from a larger project. 
 
What I DON’T recommend is putting the decision on the backburner. 
 
Right now, there are open slots on my dance card. But they’re filling up 
fast. 
 
So if you even have a passing interest in putting my copy skills to the 
test… 
 
Get in touch to secure your spot. And let’s work together to make this 
our most profitable year yet. 
 

Matt Ambrose 
 

 

matt@copywriterscrucible.com 
Skype - matt_ambrose 
Website - The Copywriter’s Crucible 
LinkedIn 
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